Introduction: Comorbid obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) has been reported among patients with schizophrenia in other countries. But, the literature is not well-documented on this issue in Iran (Persia). The present study aimed to investigate the prevalence and severity of OCD and some of its related factors in a group of patients with schizophrenia in Iran.
Introduction
bout a century ago, obsessive-compulsive symptoms (OCSs) were identified. In recent decades, interest in conducting research on OCSs has increased because OCSs exacerbate during psychosis treatment with atypical antipsychotic medications (Khullar Chue, & Tibbo, 2001) .
Patients with comorbid obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) and schizophrenia may represent a special category with special treatment needs. Diagnosis of OCSs in patients with schizophrenia is essentially important in diagnosing and implementing appropriate therapies. People diagnosed with the problem of obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) and schizophrenia are likely to be a specific group with specific psychiatric needs.
Diagnosis of OCSs in people diagnosed with schizophrenia is primarily crucial because this issue can help with the provision of appropriate psychiatric therapies for this group. It should be noted that similarities in the neural structures of people diagnosed with OCD and schizophrenia may explain why similar symptoms are seen in these subgroups (Adler & Strakowski, 2003; Stein, 2002) . Some brain pathways which are impacted by these illnesses include basal ganglia, anterior cingulate cortex, and orbitofrontal cortex (Graybiel & Ruch, 2000) . In schizophrenia, the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex circuit contains anatomic substrates similar to those of the OCD orbitofrontal circuit (Tibbo & Warneke, 1999) . Thus, the specific neuroanatomic sites identified by structural and functional neuroimaging studies in each of these disorders independently show considerable overlap in the implicated structures (Adler & Strakowski, 2003) , Some of these site are basal ganglia, thalamus, anterior cingulum, orbitofrontal cortex, and regions of the temporal cortex (Gross-Isseroff, Hermesh, Zohar, & Weizman, 2003) .
The results of most studies show a poorer clinical outcome and prognosis among schizophrenic patients with OCD (Frommhold, 2006) . Poor general functioning, more disturbances in social behaviors (Lysaker, Lancaster, Nees, & Davis, 2004) , and more numbers of psychiatric hospitalizations are observed among schizophrenic patients with OCD (Saxena et al., 2002) . In the study of Kayahan and colleagues (2005) , the severity of OCD was correlated with positive symptoms of schizophrenia, but not with negative symptoms of schizophrenia, duration of schizophrenia, number of psychiatric hospitalizations, and the dosage of antipsychotic medications (Kayahan et al., 2005) .
Psychiatric therapies of schizophrenia generally emphasize on the symptoms of schizophrenia, but comorbidities like OCD is commonly neglected and schizophrenic patients with OCD are not generally well-treated (Khan, Arshad, & Ullah, 2004) . There is a paucity of research on OCD among patients with schizophrenia in Iran while OCD requires important clinical and treatment implications. Lack of adequate attention to the prevalence of OCD as a comorbidity among patients with schizophrenia may result in poor treatment outcomes. Psychiatrists in Iran should seriously consider treating comorbidities such as OCD in the management of schizophrenia. To partly cover this gap, the current study investigated the prevalence and severity of OCD and some of its related factors among a group of hospitalized patients with schizophrenia at Razi Psychiatric Hospital in Tehran, Iran.
Methods

Setting and participants
The present study has a cross-sectional design. The study population included all hospitalized patients with schizophrenia at Razi Psychiatric Hospital in Tehran in 2011. The sample comprised 150 patients (127 males, 23 females) that were randomly selected. All patients who met DSM-IV.TR criteria for schizophrenia were eligible to enter the study. Other inclusion criteria were at least 18 years old and cooperation with the researchers. Exclusion criteria included mental retardation, substance dependence or abuse except nicotine use, history of head stroke, having neurological disorders, lack of patient's cooperation, and taking antidepressant medications such as tricyclic antidepressants or serotonin reuptake inhibitors at the time of study.
Research instruments
Data were collected by the following instruments:
A researcher-designed questionnaire
A researcher-designed questionnaire was used to collect demographic and clinical characteristics of patients including age, gender, duration of schizophrenia, number of hospitalization, and their antipsychotic medications. Data were directly collected from patients or their relatives. The validity of the test was confirmed by reviewing previous studies and consulting with senior scholars in this field. The reliability of the questionnaire to meet the study aims was assessed by a 2-week pretest-posttest on 15 patients which showed a high reliability (94%).
Yale-Brown obsessive-compulsive scale
Yale-Brown obsessive-compulsive scale (Y-BOCS) is a semi-structured clinical interview which was devised by Goodman and colleagues (1989) and measures the severity of OCSs in patients with schizophrenia (Goodman et al., 1989) . Its score ranges between 0 and 40. This scale is one of the most frequently used research tools, which has a standardized structure (Mcgawan & Mctlroy, 2005) . Previous studies in Iran show high reliability of applying this scale for Iranian patients (Mohammad-Khani, 1991) . The validity of the tests was confirmed by reviewing pre-vious studies and consulting with senior scholars in this field. The reliability of Y-BOCS was assessed for this study by implementing a 2-week pretest-posttest on 15 patients which showed a high reliability (93%).
Scale for assessment of negative symptoms
Scale for assessment of negative symptoms (SANS) was devised by Andreason in 1983 and has 24 items with high reliability which measures the severity of negative symptoms in patients with schizophrenia (Haan et al., 2006) . Its score ranges between 0 and 120. The validity of the test was confirmed by reviewing previous studies and consulting with senior scholars in this field. The reliability of SANS was assessed for this study by implementing a 2-week pretestposttest on 15 patients and a show a high reliability (95%).
Scale for assessment of positive symptoms
Scale for assessment of positive symptoms (SAPS) has 35 items and its score ranges between 0 and 165. This scale is one of the most frequently used research tools that has been revised by Andreason (1983) and has a high reliability (Bell, Milstein, Goulet, Lysaker, & Cicchetti, 1992) . The validity of the tests was confirmed by reviewing previous studies and consulting with senior scholars in this field. The reliability of SAPS was assessed for this study by implementing a 2-week pretest-posttest on 15 patients and a show a high reliability (92%).
Data analysis
Data were analyzed by descriptive statistics, including mean, standard deviation, variance, Pearson correlation and inferential statistics, including analysis of variance (ANOVA), Chi-square test (X 2 ) and t-test by SPSS version 11.
Ethical considerations
The protocol of the study was approved by the Ethics Committee of University of Welfare Sciences and Rehabilitation in Tehran, Iran. Oral and written consents were obtained from the participants who were assured of the confidentiality of the interviews. They were also assured that non-participation in the study would not affect their treatment procedure.
Results
The mean age of the participants was 39.5(SD= 10.67) years. The mean age of the men was 39(SD=10.3) years while the mean age of the women was 38(SD=9.4) years. Most of the patients (45%) were married while the others were single (32%) or divorced (23%). All patients had less than 12 years of education. Mean duration of schizophrenia disorder among the patients was 12.1(SD=6.56) years. Lifetime mean number of psychiatric hospitalization for schizophrenia was 6.01(SD=3.71) years. The mean score of the severity of positive symptoms of schizophrenia was 59.21(SD=5.76) and of the negative symptoms was 49.04(SD=17.78). The mean score of the severity of OCD was 12.81(SD=10.27). The results of clinical interviews (based on DSM-IV.TR) with patients showed that 31.3% of the patients had OCD (Table 1) . Further data analyses (based on Y-BOCS) showed that 34% had minor OCD (score of less than 10), 44.7% had moderate OCD (scores 10-15), 17% had high OCD (scores 16-25), and 4.3% had very high OCD (scores more than 25).
The prevalence and the severity of OCD in the patients had no significant relationship with the number of psychiatric hospitalization for schizophrenia. The prevalence of OCD in the patients had also no significant relationship with the duration of schizophrenia (Table 2) but had a significant relationship with the severity of OCD (Table  3 ). This issue showed that the shorter duration of schizophrenia was associated with more severe cases of OCSs.
Mean score of the severity of OCD had no significant relationship with the positive symptoms of schizophrenia (Table 3 ). There was a significant relationship between OCD and the severity of negative symptoms of schizophrenia (Table 4 ). This issue showed that the more severe the negative symptoms of schizophrenia, the more severe will be OCD.
Discussion
Psychiatric comorbidity such as OCD could be a health concern among hospitalized patients with schizophrenia in Iran and the simultaneous treatment is an inventible part of schizophrenia treatment. The present study showed that OCD was prevalent in a group of hospitalized patients with schizophrenia at Razi Psychiatric Hospital in Tehran. The present study is one of the few studies in Iran that has been specifically conducted on the prevalence and severity of OCD among Iranian schizophrenic patients and its related factors. The study findings showed that 31% of the participants were diagnosed with OCD, which is similar to other studies about the prevalence of OCD among schizophrenic patients in developed countries (Byerly, Goodman, Acholonu, Bungno, & Rush, 2005; Kayahan et al., 2005. Research studies on neuroimaging indicate that there could be a particular pattern of brain dysfunction in this comorbid condition. Aoyama et al. (2000) conducted a MRI study on patients with schizophrenia and OCD and found out that left hippocampus was primarily smaller in this group compared with the patients who were only diagnosed with schizophrenia. An inverse correlation was detected between illness duration and the size of the frontal brain lobe in the group with comorbid diagnosis of schizophrenia and OCD (Aoyama et al., 2000) .
The prevalence of OCD among our patients has important clinical and treatment implications and should be considered during treatment of schizophrenia. Further studies on the brain regions involved in this issue among our patients can also contribute to better diagnosis and treatment of this disorder. Differences in the study findings about the prevalence and severity of OCD among patients with schizophrenia in Iran may be related to many factors, including difficulty in diagnosing the differences between obsessive symptoms and compulsive symptoms from psychotic symptoms, the duration of taking antipsychotic medications, differences in dosage used, different prescribed antipsychotic medications, differences in demographic characteristics, applying different scales for determining OCD, and different stages (the acute stages or chronic stage) of schizophrenia (GalvezBuccollini et al., 2004 ).
The present study findings are consistent with some studies (Berman et al., 1999) which showed no relation between the number of psychiatric hospitalization for schizophrenia with the severity of OCD. This finding may be related to the independence of OCD from the signs and symptoms of schizophrenia disorder (Bell et al., 1992) . Differences in the severity of OCD in schizophrenic patients in this study were consistent with the similar studies (Berman et al., 1999) . The study findings showed that no relationship exists between the prevalence of OCD and the duration of schizophrenia, while some studies have shown that the severity of OCD decreases with the duration of schizophrenia. Therefore, OCD may be similar to positive symptoms of schizophrenia in that its severity decreases with time (Kayahan et al., 2005) .
It is also possible that the severity of OCD decreases under the influence of taking antipsychotic medications, however, this issue needs further research. The study findings showed a negative correlation between negative symptoms of schizophrenia and OCD which is inconsistent with other studies. In some previous studies, OCD had no relationship with positive and negative symptoms of schizophrenia (Byerlyet al., 2005; Poyurovsky et al., 2000) , but in some other studies, OCD had positive relationship with negative symptoms of schizophrenia (Tibbo & Warneke, 1999; Poyurovsky, Bergman, Shoshani, Schneidman, & Weizman, 1998) . This difference could be due to differences in sample size, duration of treatment, taking antipsychotic medications with different dosages. However, this topic still needs further research.
Based on the study, OCD and schizophrenia among our subjects may indicate the presence of comorbid disorders which could have influence on each other. However, more studies are still required on this issue because some studies show that the prevalences of obsessive-compulsive disorder and schizophrenia are 2%-3% and 1%-1.5%, respectively (Sadock & Sadock, 2007) . It should be noted that OCD may be a minor part of positive symptoms of schizophrenia. The reduction in severity of OCD after increasing the positive symptoms of schizophrenia and the significant relationship between them may indicate the same physiological and brain bases between OCD and the positive symptoms of schizophrenia. However, it still needs further research on the involvements of common brain regions and neurotransmitter systems.
There is very limited neurobiological research focusing specifically on the overlap between OCD and neuroimaging; however, fMRI studies may have distinguished specific brain structural abnormalities unique to this putative subtype. Some abnormalities in the brain structure are unique to this pervasive subtype (OCD and schizophrenia comorbidity). Although studies on neuropsychological testing have not detected a unique form of impairment in this group, it has been primarily shown that there is more impairment in this group compared to people who have only diagnosed with schizophrenia or OCD. This issue suggests a strong relationship between these two illnesses. More neurobiological and neurocognitive studies are required to investigate the nature of these psychiatric illnesses and their similarities in future.
The current study had also some limitations. First of all, there was no control group, and the number of female participants was not adequate. Further studies are suggested with adding a control group and representative numbers of female samples. Comorbid such as OCD is rarely considered for simultaneous treatment among patients with schizophrenia in Iran. This topic should be considered more in future research studies.
